year period. (Note that this total comprises only those who were caught, and whose cases were recorded.) In some instances members of the most prominent families were involved: for example, Peregrine White, Thomas Delano, and Thomas Cushman, Jr. Occasionally the basis for conviction was the arrival of a child less than nine months after the wedding ceremony. Perhaps innocent couples were sometimes punished under this system; but the number of “early” babies was, in any event, extremely high. 28

Once the betrothal was formalized, considerable thought had to be given to the economic future of the couple. In all but the poorest families each child could expect to receive from its parents a “portion” — a certain quantity of property or money with which to make an independent start in life. In most cases this occurred at the time of marriage, and its purpose was everywhere the same. A man was to use it to “be for himself” (in the graphic little phrase of the time); a woman would transfer it to her husband for the greater good of the household which they were starting together. To make special provision for the possibility that he might die while his children were still young, a man usually directed in his will that his “overseers” hold part of his estate intact to be distributed later as portions, at the appropriate time.

There was no set formula governing the actual substance of these portions. More often than not, however, a male child was given land, cattle, tools, and a house or a promise of help in the building of a house; a woman, for her part, usually received moveable property, such as furniture or clothing and money. Occasionally the terms of these bequests were officially recorded in a “deed of gift”; 28 more often they seem to have been arranged informally. Most parents hoped to have accumulated sufficient property by the time their children came of age to make these gifts without suffering undue hardship. Some had to buy land specifically for this purpose; 28 others petitioned the Court “to accommodate them for their posterity,” i.e., to give them a free grant. 28 It appears that fathers sometimes retained the title to the lands which they gave as portions: there are many Plymouth wills which direct that a son shall in-

28 For example, a random sampling of fourth-generation Bradfords turned up nine couples whose first child arrived within eight months of their wedding and all but two of these within six months. Also, it appears that Thomas Cushman’s first baby was not only conceived, but actually born, before his marriage.


24 In 1633, for instance, John Brown of Rehoboth bought land from Capt. Thomas Willet, which he immediately deeded over to his sons, John and James. Ibid., IV, 84.


herit “the land wherein he now dwells,” or use words to this effect.28 Perhaps this practice served to maintain some degree of parental authority beyond the years of childhood.

It is widely supposed that people married early in the colonial period. For Plymouth, however — and I suspect for most other communities of that time — this impression cannot be sustained. Indeed, the average age of both men and women at the time of their first marriage was considerably higher than it is today — and quite possibly has never been exceeded at any subsequent point in our history. [Table 4] is largely self-explanatory. Only one point requires additional comment: the steady, if unspectacular, narrowing of the age gap between the sexes at the time of marriage. At the start this gap averaged six and one-half years; by the end it was verging on two. Men were marrying earlier and women later. During the early years of the colony there was certainly a shortage of women; spinsters were a rarity, and marriageable girls, of whatever charm and property, must have received plenty of offers. At some point, however, new factors began to come into play, and this imbalance in the sex ratio was gradually corrected. Above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Born before 1600</th>
<th>Born 1600–1625</th>
<th>Born 1625–1650</th>
<th>Born 1650–1675</th>
<th>Born 1675–1700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age of men at time of 1st marriage</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of men married at age 23 or over</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of men married at age 30 or over</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age of women at time of 1st marriage</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Percentage of women married at age 25 or over | 9% | 10% | 20% | 28% | * Based on a sample of some 650 men and women. 

* Insufficient data for women born before 1600.

28 See, for example, the wills of John Thompson and Ephraim Tinkham, Mayflower Descendant, IV, 22–29, 122–125.
all, the process of expansion removed substantial numbers of young men from the areas that had been settled first, and by the end of the century some towns may well have held a surplus of females. Wherever women outnumbered men, there were some who did not find husbands until relatively late and at least a few who never married at all. Conversely, the men had a larger and larger group to choose from and tended to marry somewhat earlier. By 1700 there were occasional marriages in which the woman was older than her husband, and for the first time the number of spinsters had become noticeable. The earliest official count of males and females in Plymouth that still survives comes from a census taken for all Massachusetts in 1765. At that time all of the eastern counties showed a substantial majority of women over men; the reverse was true for the western counties. In the towns which formerly belonged to Plymouth Colony the figures were 53.2 per cent female as against 46.8 per cent male. It is my guess that this surplus began as much as a century earlier.27

Marriage was conceived to be the normal estate for adults in colonial New England. When one spouse died, the other usually remarried within a year or two. Most were in their thirties and forties at the time of their remarriage, but some were much older. Robert Cushman, Jr., for instance, took a new wife at eighty! This pattern affected a very considerable portion of the community, as [Table 5] shows.

Generally speaking, the property of husband and wife was not merged in a second marriage to the extent customary for a first one. The main reason for this, of course, was to preserve the claims of the children by the first marriage to a just inheritance. In fact, wills were always framed with this point in mind. Often the bulk of a man’s estate was transmitted at his death directly to his children, or if to his wife, only until she married again. The part that remained to herself alone was usually one third of the estate, and sometimes less. Widows in Plymouth did not control a large amount of property.

When a marriage between a widow and widower was planned it was customary to make an explicit agreement as to terms. The man pledged a certain sum to his (new) wife in the event of his death, but it was often only a token amount, much less than the “thirds” that a first wife might expect. The woman, for her part, retained the right of “sole disposition” of any property she might possess; it never became part of her husband’s estate.28

A widow’s children were placed in a doubtful position when their mother remarried. Sometimes the new husband agreed to take them into his household, but more often they were placed elsewhere. Occasionally the first husband had anticipated this problem before his death. Anthony Besse’s will provided that should his widow remarry, “the five biggest [children] to bee put forth and there Cattle with them according to the Descretion of the overseers.” Another father,

Lawrence Lichfield lying on his Death bed sent for John Allin and Ann his wife and Desired to give and bequeath unto them his

27 See J. H. Benton, Jr., *Early Census Making in Massachusetts, 1643-1765.* (Boston, 1903). The dimensions of the problem, for Plymouth, can be further refined. The findings in the 1765 census are divided into two parts: people under 16, and people 16 and over. The 53.2 to 46.8 ratio, quoted above, is for the 16-and-over group. But, as almost all males remained single until age 21, a more significant ratio would be one for only those males and females who were 21 or over. We can assume, from a breakdown of other parts of the census, that the 16-21 grouping composed about 10 per cent of this part of the total over 16. We also know from the census that the ratio of males under 16 to females under 16 was 51.2 male to 48.8 females. If this ratio of 51.2 to 48.8 is projected to the 16-21 age group for the purpose of eliminating those under 21 from the final ratio, we discover that the ratio of men 21 or older to women 21 or older becomes approximately 53.8 to 46.2. This means that for one out of every seven girls there was no man, at least in her own home area. In a few individual towns the situation was worse as high as one in four.

28 See, for example, the agreement between Ephraim Morton and Mary Harlow, widow, *Mayflower Descendant, XVII* (1915), 49. There were, admittedly, some exceptions to the pattern. When William Sherman died in 1680, he left six small children and no will. His widow remarried soon afterwards. When her new husband agreed to provide for the children, the courts ordered Sherman’s estate made over to him, because of the obvious expenses he would have to meet. *Ibid.,* IV, 171 ff.
Notes on Life in Plymouth Colony

youngest son Josias Lichfield if they would accept of him and take him as their Child; then they Desired to know how long they should have him and the said Lawrance said for ever; but the mother of the child was not willing then; but in a short time after willingly Concented to her husbands will in the things; if the said John and Ann would take the child for their adopted Child; whereunto they Assented . . . [The boy too] being asked by his owne mother . . . if hee Did Concent and Chose to live with the said John and Ann as an orphan by the space of about nine years hee had Done; Willingly answered yea.

No doubt the boy was deeply attached to the Allen's after having lived with them for so long. The agreement, then, imposed no particular hardship on anyone involved; it simply continued, and formalized, a previous arrangement.29

If children did remain with their mother after her remarriage, their stepfather was not supposed to exercise normal parental authority over them. Although at the time of his marriage to the widow, Mary Foster, Jonathan Morey contracted to “bring up” her son Benjamin at his own expense, he also agreed not to interfere in any future plans for binding the boy out. A fairly common solution to the problem of stepchildren was to keep them with their mother for a few years and then as they grew older to “put them out.” Ultimate responsibility for such children passed to some persons specially designated in their father’s will—often to his overseers, occasionally to his own parents. When Jacob Mitchell and his wife were killed by Indians at Rehoboth in 1675, their small children went to live with Mitchell’s father in Bridgewater. John Brown of Swansea wrote in his will: “Concerning all my five Children I Doe wholly leave them all to the ordering and Disposing of my owne father . . . for him to bring them up not once questionning but that his love and Care for them will bee as it hath bine for my selfe.” Brown’s wife survived him, and the children probably remained in her day-to-day care, or else were “bound out”; but over-all direction of their lives was henceforth in the hands of their grandfather.30

It has been widely assumed that the “extended family” was characteristic of Western society everywhere until at least the eighteenth century, and that the change to our own “nuclear” pattern came only with the Industrial Revolution.31 The term “extended family” in its strict sense means a household consisting of several couples, related as siblings or cousins, and their children, and perhaps their children’s children. This pattern, of course, still prevails in many parts of the world. Its most striking results are a diffusion of affections and authority within the whole, or extended, family, and a sharing of economic responsibilities. The term is also applied, somewhat more loosely, to situations where the various family members do not form one household in the sense of living “under one roof” but still live close together and share loyalties and responsibilities which go beyond their own offspring or parents.

In colonial Plymouth, there were no extended families at all, in the sense of “under one roof.” The wills show, beyond any doubt, that married brothers and sisters never lived together in the same house. As soon as a young man became betrothed, plans were made for the building, or purchase, of his own house. For example, when Joseph Buckland of Rehoboth married his father promised “to build the said Joseph a Convenient house for his Comfortable living with three score of acres of land adjoining to it.” 32 Some young men moved out of the family even before marrying, either to join in the expansion toward the interior or simply to “be for themselves” while remaining nearby. Girls stayed with their parents until they found a husband, but never beyond that time. I know of only one case in which there is documentary evidence suggesting that two couples shared a house, and it is truly the exception that proves the rule. The will of Thomas Bliss (Plymouth, 1647) contained this clause: “I give unto my son Jonathan my house and home lot Conditionally that hee shall give unto my sonn-in-law Thomas Willmore his lot where hee now hath and also the one half of my broken up ground for two years and shall help him to build him an house and let him peaceably and quietly live in the house with him untill they shall bee able to set up an house for him.” 33

In a true extended family the death of the father, or even of both parents, causes no radical change in living arrangements. The widow or the children, or both, continue their lives much as before, and the functions of the deceased are assumed by other relatives (uncles or cousins or grandparents). When a man died in Plymouth, however, his household usually broke up. If the children were still young, some might remain with their mother, but others were likely to be placed in new families. If the children were adult, the “homestead” was given to a certain designated one of them, who was then obliged to pay to each

29 Ibid., XIV (1912), 152; XII (1910), 134.
30 Ibid., XIV, 15–16; XXI (1919), 185; XVIII (1916), 14–15.
31 However, a few very recent studies have thrown some doubt on this idea. See Laslett and Harrison, “Clayworth and Coggeshale,” for evidence implying very small families indeed in rural English villages of the late 17th century.
32 Mayflower Descendant, XVI (1914), 82. When Thomas Little of Taunton died leaving two teenage sons, his will directed that £10 be paid to each toward the building of houses “when they shall have occasion.” Ibid., IV, 122.
33 Ibid., VIII (1908), 85.
of his brothers and sisters an amount equivalent to some fair proportion of the property's value.  

An unusually wealthy man in Plymouth Colony, and especially one who participated directly in the founding of new towns, could accumulate enough land to provide his sons with lots near or adjoining his own. Wills and land deeds show, for example, that John Washburn divided up his very large estate in Bridgewater with three sons, and that John Turner did the same kind of thing in Scituate. This sort of arrangement comes as close to being an extended family as anything found in and around Plymouth—and it is not very close at all. There is no evidence of shared economic activity, no mention in the wills of profits or crops to be divided up. Moreover, in both the Washburn and the Turner families there were other sons who do not seem to have remained nearby.

Among those who were less wealthy, the drive to expand and to increase their property proved more powerful than the bonds which might have held families together. Children left, when they came of age, to take up new holdings several towns and many miles away. The process of dispersion was, in fact, sometimes encouraged by the very system of portions described earlier. Often a father simply had no land to spare in the immediate vicinity of his own farm. He might, however, own property in one, or two, or three, of the newer townships; and this was what he passed on to his children. The will of William Bradford, Jr., shows that he had sons living in Connecticut (on land which he had given them); and he made additional bequests, to his younger children, in Plymouth and Duxbury. Similarly, when Benjamin Bartlett died he left his children a wide variety of lots in Duxbury, Middleborough, Little Compton, and Rochester. In some cases the recipients may have sold these gifts soon afterwards, but at least as often they went to make their homes on them.

What we would most like to know is something of the effect of this dispersion on a whole range of more intimate aspects of family life. A court case at Plymouth in 1679 throws some light on such matters. An elderly man named Samuel Ryder had just died and left his whole estate to two sons, Benjamin and John. A third son, Joseph, had been left nothing. What made this especially hard was the fact that Joseph had already built a house on a piece of land belonging to his father and had expected to receive title to it in the father's will. The Court approached the problem by taking a number of depositions from friends and family.

Elizabeth Mathews was called first and gave the following testimony: "I being att the Raising of Joseph Ryders house; Joseph Ryders Mother Came into the house Joseph then lived in and Cried and wrong her hands fearing that Joseph would Goe away; Josephs Mother then said that if you would believe a woman believe mee that yower father saith that you shall never be Molested; and you shall Never be Molested." Samuel Mathews verified this report and supplied additional details: "In the Morning before wee Raised the house old Goodman Ryder Joseph Ryders father Came out and marked out the Ground with his stick; and bid the said Joseph sette his house where it Now stands ... the occasion of the womans Lamenting as above said was fearing her son would Goe away; for hee said if hee went shee would Goe too."

There are several striking things about this episode: the mother's distress at the thought that her son might leave (even to the point of suggesting that she would follow him); the hint of hostility between father and son; the threat to go away used by the son as a means of forcing a gift from his father; and the implication that parents could, and did, use gifts of land to induce their children to stay nearby. Evidence bearing directly on the human dimension of life in Plymouth is extremely hard to come by, but something like the Ryder case does offer a glimpse of the enormous strain that the whole pattern of geographic mobility must have placed upon family ties and sanctions.

Land and property represented one advantage still possessed by most parents when they wished to rearrange their own lives and the lives of their children. They tried to use it in a variety of ways. Bequests to children were often hedged by a requirement of good behavior: "I give [my estate to] my two sonses Daniell and Samuell [ages 15 and 17] upon this proviso that they bee Obedient unto theire mother and carrie themselves as they ought ... but if the one or both live otherwise then they ought and undesirously and unquietly with their mother ... then hee that soe carrieth himself shall Disinherit himselfe of his parte of this land." Another legacy, this one to a daughter, was made conditional on her "pleasant[ing] her mother in her match." In still another case a man left his widow to judge their child's behavior and reward him accordingly, from out of his estate. And the reasoning behind this was made explicit: "I would have the boy beholding to my wife; and not my wife to the boy."

Sometimes portions were shaped in the same way. One of the rare letters that survives from seventeenth-century Plymouth describes

84 See, for example, the will of David Lin nell (Barnstable, 1688), ibid., X (1908), 100-101.  
85 Ibid., XV, 248-253; V (1903), 41-46.  
86 Ibid., IV, 143-147; VI (1904), 44-49.  
87 Ibid., XI (1909), 50-53. In this context to "molest" means to make trouble about the ownership of something.  
88 Will of Thomas Hicks (Scituate, 1652), will of Samuel Newman (Rehoboth, 1661), and depositions concerning the estate of John Allen (Scituate, 1662). Ibid., XI, 160; XV, 234-236; XVII, 218.
a father bestowing upon his son "the full of his portion except upon his sons better behaver [he] should deserve more." 49

It is likely, then, that rewards in the form of property were held out as an inducement to all sorts of "better behavior." But this was especially true in regard to the care of elderly couples and widows. Virtually every man who left a widow directed in his will that she be looked after by one of their children, and made a large bequest contingent thereupon. Usually the family homestead went to a particular child, with one room or more reserved for the widow. Often the instructions were spelled out in great detail: She would have full rights to the use of the "garden" and "orchard"; yearly payments of a certain specified amount must be made to her, wood must be brought to her door in winter-time, her cows milked, etc. 50

Some men made arrangements of this kind even before their deaths. John and Deborah Hard of Barnstable, for example, deeded "all that our hom stad" to their daughter and son-in-law in exchange for "the whole and sole Care and charge of us . . . for and during the farm of our Natural Lives." And Robert Sprout of Middleborough gave his farm to his sons Ebenezer and James, on condition that they "pay yearly for my support . . . the sum of forty pounds to that child which I live with and provides for me and looks after me." 51 These conditions are nailed down so tightly in so many wills (and similar deeds) that it is tempting to infer some particular anxiety behind them. 52 It clearly was the general custom for aged parents to live with one of their children who would provide the care and support they needed. Probably in the majority of cases this was managed without too much difficulty; but in a society as fluid as Plymouth there must have been some elderly fathers and mothers who were more or less neglected. One recalls Bradford's vivid image of the "ancient mother, grown old and forsaken of her children, though not in their affections, yet in regard of their bodily presence and personal helpfulness."

Although one set of parents with their own children always formed the core of a Plymouth household, this nuclear pattern was, as we have seen, sometimes modified by the inclusion of one or more aged grandparents. It was often further modified by servants and apprentices, who lived in the houses of their masters. Among such people were at least a few Negroes and Indians whose service was normally for life. 53 The vast majority, however, were young boys and girls, "bound out" for a specified term of years. Some of them were orphans but many others had both parents living. Often, in fact, the parents had made all the arrangements and signed a formal contract with the couple whom their child served. In 1660 "An agreement appointed to bee Recorded" stated that "Richard Berry of yarmouth with his wifes Concest; and other friends; hath given unto Gorge Crispe of Eastham and his; wife theire son Samuell Berry; to bee att the ordering and Disposing of the said Gorge and his wife as if hee were theire owne Child, untill hee shall accomplish the age of twenty one yeares; and in the meane time to provide for the said Samuell in all things as theire owne Child; and afterwards if hee live to marry or to goe away from them; to Doe for him as if hee were theire owne Child." 54 It is noteworthy that the Crispe took full responsibility for young Samuel— even to the point of promising him a portion. This is, then, a virtual deed of adoption.

No age was indicated for Samuel Berry, but it is clear from other cases that the children involved were often very young. John Smith and his wife gave their four-year-old son to Thomas Whitney "to have the full and sole disposing of him . . . without annoyance or disturbance from the said John Smith or Bennit his wife." 55 Samuel Eddy arranged apprenticeships for three of his sons, at ages six, seven, and nine. Two of them went to the same man, Mr. John Brown of Rehoboth. Upon reaching maturity, they both received property from Brown, and, in addition, were given modest portions by their father. It appears from this that Eddy continued to take a direct interest in his children even after they had left his household.

The most difficult question these arrangements raise is, what purpose lay behind them? No answer that would serve in all cases suggests itself. In some, poverty was obviously a factor. For example, Samuel Eddy, in the apprenticeship papers for his sons, pleaded his "many children" and "many wants." On the other hand, George Soule of Duxbury bound out his daughter to John Winslow, and Soule was a wealthy man. In certain cases, learning a trade was mentioned, but in a perfunctory manner. When young Benjamin Savory was bound out to Jonathan Shaw in 1653, the papers directed that he be taught "whatsoever trade[s] the said Jonathan Shaw can Doe." Something must have gone amiss with this arrangement, because four years later the child was placed with still

49 Benjamin Brewster to Daniel Wetherell, date not known, ibid., II, 113.
50 See, for example, the wills of Thomas King, Sr., of Scituate and of Robert Hicks of Plymouth, ibid., XXXI (1933), 101; VII, 144-146.
51 ibid., XVI, 219; VI, 9-10.
52 One eldest son who inherited his father's homestead complained that the conditions attached to the bequest, especially with regard to his father's widow, were such as to make him virtually "a servant for life." Ibid., XII, 106.
53 The inventory of the property of John Godham of Yarmouth in 1675 included the item "1 Negro man." Ibid., IV, 156. For similar treatment of Indian servants, see the wills of Samuel Fuller and Anthony Snow, ibid., II, 237-241; V, 1-5.
54 ibid., XV, 34.
another family. The terms were only slightly less vague: his new master, Stephen Bryant, was to "teach him in learning that is to say to read and write and to Instruct him in husbandry." 46

Another possible motive was to improve a child's educational opportunities. Instruction in reading and writing was often included among the conditions of the contract, as in the case of Benjamin Savory above. Finally, Edmund Morgan has suggested in his The Puritan Family that "Puritan parents did not trust themselves with their own children . . . and were afraid of spoiling them by too great affection"; 47 it was for this reason, he argues, that so many children were placed in families other than their own. It is an interesting thought, but there is simply no explicit proof for it. At least Morgan found none, and I have had no better luck with the materials for Plymouth.

The household of Samuel Fuller seems to have been about as varied as any in Plymouth, and is worth mentioning in this connection. When Fuller died in 1633 it included nine people, six of whom were not of his own immediate family. There were, beside himself, his wife, and his son, a nephew, two servants, a ward, and two "additional children." The last of these had been sent to him for education, from families in Charlestown and Sagos. The ward was the daughter of a close friend who had died some years before. Meanwhile, Fuller's own daughter was living with "goodwife Wallen." Fuller was obliged to leave instructions about all these people in his will. 48 His daughter was to continue where she was for the time being. The children from Charlestown and Sagos should be returned to their former homes. The ward was committed to his brother-in-law, and passed thereby into her third family. Fuller's son should continue to live in the "homestead" and one day would inherit it; but the same brother-in-law was to take charge of his education. Fuller's wife would have the day-to-day care of the youth until she died or remarried. She would also take charge of the servants for the remainder of their contracted term.

Fuller's household was hardly typical, however. A close reading of hundreds of Plymouth wills has turned up no other family as complicated as this one. In many cases there were one or two people not of the immediate family — aged grandparents, servants, wards, or additional children — but rarely more. The basic unit remained one set of parents and their children or stepchildren, living apart from all other relatives.

Clearly children in seventeenth-century Plymouth often found themselves growing up in a household other than that of their parents. The records are so scattered that it is impossible to calculate how many this category actually included. It must, however, have been a considerable number; my own guess is somewhere between a third and a half of all

46 Mayflower Descendant, II, 30; V, 90; XII, 133.
47 Edmund S. Morgan, The Puritan Family . . . (Boston, 1956), 38.